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each basin shows at least one shift over the studied period, 2) most often the shifts occur in 




basin‐specific year smothers. The most parsimonious model for the PC1 explains 76 % 
(n=167, AIC= 716.6) includes only one driver, the BSI (p<0.01) and the basin-specific year 
smoothers (p<0.001). All other combinations did not result in any significant model. 
 
Our findings clearly show that sudden transitions are found in all main areas of the Baltic Sea 
structural changes in multiple trophic levels characteristics. In most basins, the winter 
climate and/or temperature could be statistically linked to the change in ecosystem state 
(principal component 1). Further, this study suggests that different combinations of multiple 
drivers are required to cause regime shifts in each area of the Baltic Sea. 
 
In conclusion, our study suggests that a combination of stochastic interplay of the drivers 
can cause an ecosystem‐wide regime shift. Further, our study suggests that the combined 
and synergistic effects of drivers lead to basin‐specific regime shifts. 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